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From GEA Tuchenhagen

The all new 24/7 PMO Valve® 2.0 
and the original 24/7 PMO Tank Valve™

and learning to communicate> 

PMO 2.0   |  pee • em • ō  |  too • point • ō |

noun (pl. PMOs 2.0)

: the next generation of 24/7 PMO Valve, the hygienic mixproof valves for the dairy 

dairy industry,  revolutionized by GEA Tuchenhagen.  

                              
               1 :  a must-have for the modern dairy plant

                          
                          

                        2
 :  all the benefits of the original and the 

                          
                          

                          
    best 24/7  PMO Valve originated by 

                              
                     GEA Tuchehagen, version 2.0 now 

                          
                          

                          
    comes in a smaller package, meaning

                          
                          

                          
    superior technology that takes up less 

                          
                          

                          
    space and provides even greater cost- 

                          
                          

                          
    and  production-efficiencies.  

                       3 :  superior design using simple geometry 

                          
                          

                          
     and physics to lead the way in product 

                          
                          

                          
      innovation  

        PHRASES

        “Finally got PMO 2.0’d”  – meaning saved space, 

          minimized footprint and costs. 

                        

engineering for a better world
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What is PMO 2.0?

PMO 2.0, the next 

generation of 24/7 

PMO Valve®, is here 

from GEA Tuchenhagen, and it’s a must-have for the 

modern dairy. With all the benefits of the original 

and best 24/7 PMO Valve®, the 2.0 version now comes 

in a smaller package, meaning superior technology 

that is lighter and provides even greater cost- and 

production-efficiencies.

Simply Superior

Why is GEA Tuchenhagen’s 24/7 PMO Valve® 2.0 

superior? We’ve got nature on our side – simple 

geometry and the laws of science. Like the original, 

the smart design of our valve generates a natural 

vacuum and ensures no CIP impingement on 

the opposite seat during seat lifting. All without 

additional deflector plates or complex spare parts. 

Always simple. Always safe.

 

Introducing the all new 24/7 PMO Valve® 2.0

    The smaller cavity PMO Valve 2.0 

will result in reduced weight and 

space requirements, which will  

allow us to retrofit existing systems 

more economically.

“ 

” 
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Process Piping System based on the 24/7 PMO Valve® 2.0

• Compact automated system  

• Reduced product losses  

• Closed to atmosphere eliminating possibility  

  of contamination  

• Easy to expand 

• No need to shut down the  

  production system in order to 

  clean the valve seats leading to  

  24/7 production

 

 

 

Tank 

Tank 

Valve seats may 
be cleaned by 
independent seat 
lifting while product 
is present in the 
opposite housing   
of the 24/7 PMO  
Valve® 2.0.

Tank and line cleaning 
possible at any time.  
Seat lifting possible during 
production.

Activation positions of the 24/7 PMO Valve® 2.0

Closed position

 

Valve in transition

 

Open position

 

Upper valve  
seat lift 

Lower valve seat 
push (down)

Working for you around the clock

Like the original, the 24/7 PMO Valve® 2.0 allows for non-stop production – no need to shut down the system in 

order to clean the valve seats – but is now more compact and lighter weight.
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24/7 PMO Valve® 2.0 Product Highlights

Simple Design & Easy Maintenance

The GEA Tuchenhagen 24/7 PMO Valve® 2.0 is a 

simple, two-seat, two V-ring design, with a clear 

separation between the seats so that any leakage 

past the seats can flow easily to the outside through 

the vent cavity, as true mixproof valves are designed 

to do. Unlike more cumbersome deflector plate 

mixproof valve designs, there are no internal 

vent cavity parts or mechanisms, and ALL 

moving parts of the valve can be electronically 

monitored for proper and safe operation.

Cleanability

Because the GEA Tuchenhagen 24/7 PMO Valve® 2.0 

is a simple two-seat, two V-ring design, it has clean, 

uncluttered separation between the blocking seats. 

If one of these seat gaskets should fail, the product 

leakage flows easily and visibly to the outside, and will 

not be congealed on the inside of the vent cavity.   

The V-ring seat seals are 

compression-fit to their V-ring 

grooves – they cannot roll 

or become displaced – thus 

ensuring that product can never 

be trapped behind these seals. 

Balancer Cleaning Device

Following the regulatory guidelines set forth in section 

12p of the Pasteurized Milk Ordinance (PMO) regarding 

the cleaning of ALL product wetted surfaces, GEA 

Tuchenhagen accomplishes this high standard in the  

24/7 valve using the balancer cleaning device, a shroud 

around the lower stem which allows CIP liquid to flush 

and  clean this surface, as well as behind the stem seal, 

during the lower seat lift activation.

This design solution 

• is fully integrated into the valve; 

• cleans the entire lower balancer stem area;

• ensures a controlled CIP cleaning of the lower  

  balancer stem; 

• is fully drainable; 

• requires no additional piping, valves or controls. 

Like the original 24/7 PMO Valve®, the new 24/7 PMO Valve® 2.0 retains our unique, patented valve seat design. This 

design generates a natural vacuum in the vent cavity and ensures no CIP impingement on the opposite seat during 

cleaning. There can never be any cross-leakage of CIP liquid into the opposite valve housing during seat lifting. 

Smart design that is safe and secure, and now more compact and cost-efficient.

During lower seat  
push, CIP flows 
behind the stem 
seal to clean the 
lower balancer 
stem surface.
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Always safe: proven design and performance 
with all valve seats detectable. 

As proven by rigorous testing in a third party US 

lab, regardless of whether there are seat seals in the 

valve or not, or if the seat seals are damaged, there is  

no chance of CIP ever contaminating the product. 

This is because the smart design of the PMO 2.0 valve 

generates a natural vacuum in the vent cavity, as well 

as ensures that no CIP liquid will ever impinge on 

the opposite seat during seat lift cleaning. This is 

all accomplished without the use of any additional 

complex parts or deflector plates. In addition, ALL 

valve seats are position detectable – meaning it is able 

to be fully monitored for maximum safety.

Compact: 2.0 valves are lighter and smaller

Up to 49% lighter than the original line of 24/7 PMO 

Valves®. Lighter valves make for safer and easier 

installation, as well as easier maintenance.

Hygienic: completely uncluttered cavity 
and easy to clean

A very simple two-seat design with an open and 

unrestricted vent cavity area – no gaps or deadlegs – 

makes this valve easy to clean, even for viscous 

products such as yogurt.

Intelligent: fully automated setup,  
no need to ever open our T.VIS® A-8 
control module 

GEA Tuchenhagen’s T.VIS® A-8 control module is 

installed with minimal effort, features a fully 

automatic setup – eliminating the need for manual 

switch adjustments and potential operator error – and 

has a very low energy consumption.

Easy to maintain: fewer gaskets and no 
complex spare parts

Fewer gaskets and parts greatly reduce valve maintenance 

time and complexity.

Superior value: faster ROI

With a more compact and simpler design, the 24/7 PMO 

Valve® 2.0 offers a faster return on their investment 

to dairy processors than before. In addition, there is 

up to 45% reduction in CIP losses during cleaning, 

greatly reducing water and chemical costs. 

 

Advantages 2.0

• Simple calibration: no need to even open 

  the control top 

• Automated feedback switches: requiring  

  no manual adjustments 

• Compact: with 360°  

  visible indication  

  of ALL valve functions  

• Reduced consumption:  

  20-40% reduction in  

  electric power  

  compared to similar    

  products

  

 T.VIS® A-8 Control Module
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24/7 PMO Tank Valve™ Product Highlights

The first tank valve to be authorized by the FDA (under 

Memorandum M-b-359) to implement seat lifting 

cleaning while product is present in one housing of 

the valve – again, saving even more time, money and  

production downtime for US dairy plants.

Like the original mixproof 24/7 PMO Valve® from

GEA Tuchenhagen, using simple geometry and the 

laws of science, the mixproof 24/7 PMO Tank 

Valve™ generates a natural vacuum and ensures no

CIP impingement on the opposite seat during seat lift 

cleaning. These two design features ensure that there 

can never be any cross-leakage of CIP liquid into the

opposite valve housing during seat lifting. Always safe. 

Always secure. Even with no seat gaskets in the valve!

 
 

The 24/7 PMO 
Tank Valve™ 
eliminates  
cross-leakage 
of CIP liquid
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Benefits at a glance of the 24/7 PMO Tank Valve™  

• Completely drainable in horizontal or upside-down  

  positions, saving floor space.  

• Can be connected to the silo or vat, 

  greatly simplifying vessel pipework. 

• Allows the vessel inlet/outlet header  

  to be cleaned while product is  

  present in the vessel, increasing  

  process flexibility. 

• Allows velocity cleaning of  

  vessel inlet/outlet header  

  independent of the vessel  

  CIP circuit, ensuring superior  

  process cleanability. 

 

 

Inlet/outlet 
header can be 
cleaned while 
product is  
in vessel.

Activation positions of the 24/7 PMO Tank Valve™

Closed position

 

Valve in transition

 

Open position

 

Upper valve  
seat lift 

Lower valve seat 
push (down)

    What an improvement to facility operations the original 

24/7 PMO made. The elimination of flow plates and swing 

connections has reduced the possibility of product cross 

contamination or improper CIP caused by operator error.

“ 

” 



GEA Group is a global engineering company with  multi-billion euro sales and  operations in more than 
50 countries. Founded in 1881, the company is one of the largest providers of  innovative equipment and 
 process technology. GEA Group is listed in the STOXX® Europe 600 Index.

We live our values.
Excellence • Passion • Integrity • Responsibility • GEA-versity

GEA Mechanical Equipment

GEA Tuchenhagen 

90 Evergreen Drive • Portland, ME 04103 USA
Phone: 866.531.5629 (toll-free) • Fax: 207.878.7914
info.TNA@gea.com • www.gea.com 66
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